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Abstract
A self-consistent kinetic simulation model on collisional bounded plasma is presented. The electric

field is given by solving Poisson equation and collisions among particles (including charged particles and
neutral particle) are included. The excitation and ionization of neutral particle, and recombination are
also contained in the present model. The formation of potential structure near a boundary for a discharge
system was used as an application of this model.

1 Introduction
The study of plasma behavior near a boundary is important and has a long history[l]. This study, so far, is

still active because of the application of it, such as, plasma processing, divertors of fusion device. Plasma behavior
near a boundary is very complicated and difficult to deal with analytically. Much numerical simulation studies,
including fluid simulation and kinetic simulation, were paid on this topic. In the strict sense, fluid approximation
is invalid for plasma near a boundary because the particle distribution function is far from Maxwellian. The first
kinetic simulation study on plasma behavior near a boundary was given by Chodura[2]. Chodura considered sheath
formation of collisionless plasma. The kinetic simulation on plasma behavior near a boundary for a collisional plasma
was proposed by T.Takizuka et al[3] as a model of divertor plasma. They solved particle motion by particle-in-cell
method and included collision by Monte Carlo method. A more careful kinetic simulation on this topic was reported
by Procassini et al[4]. But for all of these kinetic simulation neutral particle and secondary emission electron are not
considered. It is widely believed that neutral particle plays a key role in the divertor plasma of fusion device. For
example, plasma detachment is completely related with behavior of neutral particle. And secondary emission electron
may play major role in formation of sheath potential and establishing equilibrium temperature. In the present report,
a self-consistent kinetic simulation model on one dimensional collisional bounded plasma is presented. The electric
field is given by solving Poisson equation and collisions among particles (including charged particles and neutral
particle) are included by Monte Carlo method. The excitation and ionization of neutral particle, and recombination
are also contained in the present model.

2 Basic equations and processes
The basic equations are as follows;
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Where N is the total number of particles, and S(x) is the form function of particles. -^-\coi represents collision

among particles, -jf-\ex and -gf-\io represent excitation and ionization of neutral particle by electron impact, and

-^-\re represents recombination process.
In the actual simulation, all the variables are normalized as follows:

t -> t-^, Xj -> XjXdl Vj -* VjVth, rrij ->• mjme, qj -* qje, <j> -» 4>kT^,

where e is the charge of proton, meo is the static mass of electron, wpe =
 4ir"fle is the plasma frequency of background

plasma at initial state, vth = \l^£- is the electron thermal velocity background plasma at initial state, \d = u J^^i
is the Debye length of background plasma at initial state, no and Tt,e are the electron density and temperature of
background plasma at initial state respectively.

The simulation region is bounded by x = 0 and x = L. Source ion and electron are injected with equal and
temporally constant number fluxes in the source region between x = 0 and x = L,. Both source ion and electron
satisfy Maxwellian distributions with the source temperature Tae and T,; respectively. The electrostatic potential is
symmetric at x = 0, that is, the boundary conditions for the potential are given by

Q£ = 0, 0 = 0, at x = 0. (6)
ox

We treat the boundary x — 0 as a reflecting wall for particles. Ions that cross the boundary x = L are removed from
system. Part of electrons that cross the boundary x = L are removed from system, but another part of electrons that
cross the boundary x = L are replaced by the Secondary electrons. Secondary electrons are emitted at boundary x — L
with a half-Maxwellian distribution with temperature Tce. Neutral particle is generated by ion-induced sputtering of
the target plate and can also be injected temporally from source region of neutral particle. The simulation region of
(0, L) is initially filled by the background ions end electrons that have Maxwellian distribution with temperature Tbi
and The- The initial number density of electron is no-

The collision processes contained in the present simulation model are listed as follows;

ei + e-i —» ex + e2 Coulomb collision (7)

Pi + P2 —* Pi + Pi Coulomb collision (8)

e + p - t e + p Coulomb collision (9)

e + H(ls) —> e -I- H*(2p) excitation by electron impact (10)

e + H(ls) —» ei + e% + p ionization by electron impact (11)

e + H —> e + H elastic collision (12)

H + p —> p + H charge exchange (13)

e +p —+ hv + H(ls) photorecombination (14)

ei +e2+p-*e + H three body recombination (15)

where e represents electron, p represents proton and H means hydrogen atom.

3 Simulation method

For Coulomb collision between charged particles, small angle scattering is dominant. We employed Monte Carlo
method proposed by Wang et al[5]. which is equivalent to Fokker-Planck approximation. We used a "probability
decision" technique to handle other processes. We now explain what is "probability decision" method. Let us consider
excitation of neutral hydrogen atom by electron impact

(16)
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Introducing probability Pex = 1 — e <ais~2p(v)v>riH A t where < ois^2P(v)v > is excitation rate and UH is density
of neutral hydrogen atom, and Rcx which is a uniform random number between 0 and 1, we let excitation of neutral
particle occur if Rcx < Pex, so increment of H"(2p) is

At
nHne (17)

which is the rate equation for excitation of neutral particle by electron impact.
Once excitation occurs, we have to determine the particle velocity after excitation. We now find the velocity of

electron and neutral particle after excitation. Considering energy and momentum conservation;

-mnv
2
ni = 2r (18)

m cv e i + Tnnvni = mcvef + mnvnf

Introducing the relative velocity u and the velocity of the center of mass V, defined respectively

U = V e - V n ,

we obtain the energy and momentum conservation

«J = u?-

V = meve + rnnvn

M

2/

(19)

(20)

(21)

where M is the total mass M = me + mn, m is reduced mass m — T"^T > . Let Uj be z-direction, the relative
velocity after the collision u / can be written in the form u / = \f\xf — ̂ {sin{8)cos((j>), sin(d)sin(<j>), cos(6)], where 6
is scattering angle and <j> is azimuthal angle. Now let us find 8 and <f>. According to atomic collision theory, excitation
is isotropic for angle <f>, so we treat $ as a uniform random number. It is known that the first Born differential cross
section for process (16) is[6]

.da.
(

288u/ 1
(22)

where A2 = «? + u2j — 2u,- • u/. The differential cross section exhibits a peak at small A. The total cross section is

<7ls->2p = 27T

= 2TT

/ ^^y^a

288
(23)

4- and a cumulativewhere AdA = mufsinJBdd are used. So we introduce a probability function P(A) =

distribution function R = £„._„ , <P(A )dA . Using the definition of A, we get a relation for scattering angle 8,

oosO = — - (24)

It is should be noted that the 8 and cf> are measured in a coordinate in which z-direction is along Ui, so it is necessary
to transform u / back into the laboratory coordinate. Then the final form of relative velocity after excitation reads;

ufy

L ufz J

sin(9)cos(4>)cos(6o)cos(<j>o) — sin{9)sin{<f>)sin{4>o) + cos(9)sin(6o)cos(4>o)
sin(6)cos(<t>)cos(6o)sin(4>o) + sin(8)sin(<l>)cos(<l)o) + cos(0)sin(8o)sin((po)

-sin(6)cos(4>)sin(8o) + cos{9)cos(8o)

where COS(8Q) = ****-, cos(0o) = Ui^(g0y ain(<f>o) = u.^,^$0)- Finally, we have the velocities after excitation,

Ve/ = Vei + "j^-(u/ -

(25)

(26)

vn / = vn i - -j^-(u/ - (27)

By above simulation method, we can get a correct rate equation, exact energy and momentum conservation and
correct angle distribution of electrons after excitation. It should be noted that both collision rate < <JV > and
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differential scattering cross section, as we shaw, are needed in order to include collision processes by probability
decision method. But no differential scattering cross section were available for some processes. In the following
discussion, we use differential scattering cross section to determine scattering angle for processes where there exists
differential scattering cross section. For the case of no differential scattering cross section, we assume the scattering is
isotropic. For ionization process, we assumed that the emitted electron is cold, that is, the kinetic energy of emitted
electron is zero. For photorecombination we assume that both energy and momentum of neutral particle is same
as that of the ion. For three body recombination, we assume that the electron is captured into the state with level
number n = oo.

4 Collision rate < crv >
In this section, we list the collision rate < av > for all of processes contained in the present model. Collision

rate for ionization of neutral particle by electron impact < av >iOnization is[7];

< av >ionization= -3 ^ - e ~ T (28)

/*(6+?)
where T is temperature of plasma particle in unit of eV and / = 13.6 eV is ionization energy of hydrogen.

Collision rate for excitation of neutral particle by electron impact < av >excitation ls [8];

< av >cxcitation= 4.19 x 10 7 r*e£n=o a ( n ) ( f n T ) n . (29)

where a(n) is given in Ref.[8].
Collision rate for elastic collision between neutral particle and electron < av >eiastic is[9];

< av >eiasHc= 4.19 x 10~8T* [2.275 - 0.757/n(T)] 0 < T < HW. (30)

Collision rate for photorecombination < av >Photo-recom is[7];

< av >photo-recom= 5.2 x 10-1'J ±;[0.43 + \ln{^) + 0.469(^)~*]. (31)

Collision rate for three-body recombination < av >thrte-body is[7];

< av >three-body = 8.75 X 10~2 ' 'UeT"^. (32)

Collision rate for charge exchange process < av >charge exchange is [8];

V 8 Vs a(i,j)(lnE)'-1(lnTy-1 . .
<aV>chargeexchange=e^>=<>^'=<> . (33)

where E is the kinetic energy of incident particle in unit of eV. And a(i,j) is given in Ref.[8].

5 Neutral particles
Neutral particle, in the present model, is generated by ion-induced sputtering of the target plate and can also

be injected from source of neutral particle. Ion-induced sputtering yield is given by empirical formula developed by
Yamamura et al[10];

) , lEth 2,s
*))\[

 V~E] ] ( 3 )

where Y(E) is the sputtering yield for incident ions of energy E; a*, Q and Eth are empirical parameters; U3 is
the sublimation energy in eV; sn(e) and se(e) are Lindhard's elastic and inelastic reduced stopping cross sections,
respectively, e is reduced energy. The detail explanation on ion-induced sputtering can be found in Ref.[ll].

Neutral particles, in the present model, can also be injected with temporally constant number fluxes in the
neutral particle source region. Neutral particles injected in source region satisfies Maxwellian distributions with low
temperature.

The trajectories of neutral particles are given by x(t) = x(to) + v(t)(t — to), where to is the time when neutral
particle is generated. In realistic plasma discharge experiment, neutral particles are pumped out temporally. In order
to simulate this process, we set a lifetime to every neutral particle. If the remaining time of neutral particle, that is
t — to, is greater than the lifetime, the neutral particle is removed numerically from system.
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6 Second emission electron
Electron emission from target plate under bom-

bardment by energetic particle may play a major role in
establishing the sheath potential. In the present model,
the effect of electron emission from target(secondary
emission electron) is considered. An empirical formula
for secondary emission electron coefficient as a function
of impact electron energy is used[12];

(35)

where Ep is the primary electron energy. 6m is the maxi-
mum yield of secondary emission electron and EPm is the
primary electron energy at which maximum yield <5m oc-
curs. The empirical values of Sm and EPm can be found
in Ref.[12]. For carbon, <5m = 1 and EPrn = 300 eV

7 Application

As an application of above kinetic model, we con-
sider formation of electric potential near a boundary
for a discharge system. For realistic plasma, the mean-
free path of electrons A is more than 106 times of De-
bye length. And the simulation system allowed by the
present computer is about 103 Debye length. For this
small simulation system it is impossible to include realis-
tic collision. In the present simulation model, we enlarge
the collisionality numerically by reducing the plasma pa-
rameter(particle numbers in Debye cubic) when we in-
clude collisions, that is, we use different time scales for
plasma oscillation and particle collision.

10"

Electron
Ion
Neutral particle •

18 eV and ion temperature is 3.6 eV. Mesh size Ax
and time step A.t are 1 and 0.1 respectively. Twenty
numerical neutral particle is injected into system every
time step from the neutral particle source region located
between x — 0.5L and x — L. Neutral particle gener-
ated by ion-induced sputtering is ignored because the
temperature is very low in the present simulation run.
Also secondary emission electron is neglected due to the
low electron temperature.

Figure 1 shows the profiles of density of electron,
ion and neutral particle in the stationary state. The
charge neutrality is satisfied well in the the most region
of system. But ion is more abundant than electron in
the region near the target plate. Accordingly, a sheath
potential structure, which is shown in Fig. 2, is formed
near the target plate. Figure 2 also shows that the total

Figure 2: The profiles of potential
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Figure 1: The profiles of density of electron, ion and
neutral particle

The parameters for simulation run are presented
here. The system length L is 200. The system is initially
loaded with a uniform plasma where density of electron
and ion is 1 x 1013 I/cm3, and electron temperature is
6 eV and ion temperature is 0.6 eV. Initial numerical
numbers of electron and ion are 10000 respectively. The
source region length L, is equal to 0.2L. And 2 numeri-
cal source electron and ion is injected into system every
time step respectively. Source electron temperature is

Figure 3: The profiles of temperature

potential drop consists of four parts, that is, charged
particle source potential drop(0 < x < 40), presheath
potential drop(40 < x < 130) which is very weak, neu-
tral particle source potential drop (130 < x < 195) and
sheath potential drop(195 < x < 200). Figure 3 shows
the profiles of electron, ion and neutral particle tem-
perature. In the presheath region, election temperature
decreases as the position slowly. In the region where
neutral particle is dominate, electron temperature de-
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creases as position sharply. It can be explained easily. By the force balance relation of electron, we have —eE ~ VneTe,
that is, ecf> ~ neTe+constant. The electron density is homogeneous except the sheath regi on, so potential is dependent
of electron temperature directly.

8 Summary

We presented a self-consistent kinetic simulation model for studying plasma behavior near a boundary. The
electric field is given by solving Poisson equation and collisions among particles(including charged particles and neutral
particle) are included by Monte Carlo method. The excitation and ionization of neutral particle, and recombination
are also contained in the present model. The formation of potential structure near a boundary for a discharge system
was used as an application of this model.

Recently, several experimental measurements on a magnetized plasma column were reported[13, 14]. The com-
parisons of experimental measurements and the simulations given by the present model is now under consideration.
And also a two dimensional model is constructed now.
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